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With tanned limbs, and freckles still scattered upon 
your noses, I know many of you have packed away your 
factor 50 until next year and are daydreaming back to the 
Summer that was. If the balmy nights are behind you and 
that back-to-school feeling is lurking, don’t comfort eat 
yourself into oblivion in a dark room. The Autumn edition of 
Doulaing is here! With a makeover worthy of the most tired 
of Hollywood Starlets, we bring you a totally refreshed look 
and revamped interior. Talking of makeovers; to help you 
to stay as gorgeous as you already are, we have a new 
regular Beauty Page for you. 

Since the Spring I have been reassessing my life in a 
bid to iron out the bits that are still creased. Letting go of 
what is not working for me, exploring new things to help 
myself feel better. Acknowledging that as a working doula 
and mother to young kids, there has been over a decade 
of giving and attending to the needs of others and being 
on that treadmill means that somehow my needs got lost 
along the way. I explained it to a friend as less of a mid-life 
crisis breakdown and more as a break-upwards. It has 
been impossible in recent months not to have seen and 
heard articles about ‘gut health’ and so this was where 
I decided to begin. My ‘self project’ began as an idea of 
working from the inside out. All living things are essentially 
a brain attached to a digestive system and so if your gut is 
not healthy how can anything else be? Working alongside 
a Naturopath has opened my eyes to the importance of 
eradicating toxins and combating vitamin deficiency and in 
this issue Juliana O’Boyle; a renowned London 
Naturopath gives us a beginners guide through this 
fascinating subject. 

Whilst you have been knocking back the sangria, we have 
been toiling over the Summer months to bring together 
something we hope will really engage you all. With new 
regular features every edition, articles by professional 
writers and health practitioners, interviews with your 
favourite people in the birth world we are also broadening 
our horizons to look outside of pregnancy and birth and 
into the wider realms of parenting and womens’ issues. 
Our own Maisie Hill – doula, acupuncturist and tattooed 
beauty, kicks off a new regular feature ‘My Joyful Birth’ 
by sharing with us the homebirth of her son. Writer Matt 
Davis gives us an insight into family life with autism and we 
are delighted to welcome Lisa Roukin as Doulaing’s own 
new resident cook. Lisa, who battled with eating disorders 
for many years until radically changing her relationship 
with food, writes recipes to nourish the mind, body and 
soul. Mainly gluten free and with minimal use of dairy and 
refined sugars, I hope she inspires you to get into the 
kitchen with some of her Autumn recipes.

Oh, and did I mention…Michel Odent – yes him! – 
is the first to feature in our new regular feature 
‘The Big Interview’? 

We are dying to hear your feedback and we welcome 
ideas and submissions for future publications, so get in 
touch! Let us know your thoughts and tell us how much 
you love us madly. doulaing@doula.org.uk

Have a great Autumn,
Lauren

Lauren 

Mishcon

Editor

Bryony 

Pengelly

Sub-Editor

Biog:

Lauren has been a member of DUK since 2007. 
She lives in North London with her husband and 
three sons and Barker - the high maintenance 
Springer Spaniel. She loves straight talking, hot 
yoga, salt and vinegar crisps, cooking, really trashy 
TV and is still in awe at the everyday miracle of birth.

Biog:

Bryony became a member of DUK in 2012 and 
lives in Somerset with her husband and two children. 
A lover of reading and the creativity of writing, 
she enjoys reflecting on childbirth, human nature 
and the beautifully simple everyday steps that can 
help save the planet. Detests writing in third person 
and being judged on bios.
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As a pregnant mum myself I had endless questions and 
worries; how do I eat safely and naturally to meet my 
baby’s nutritional needs? Which herbs and supplements 
are safe and effective for my nausea, heartburn, cankles, 
and anxiety? How do I prepare myself for an optimal 
birthing experience (besides a friendly doula)? And even 
how do I prevent hemorrhoids? You name it! I know from 
my experience with clients that I certainly wasn’t alone 
in these concerns, and at a time when pregnancy and 
birth are becoming increasingly medicalised, a visit to a 
naturopath is a great way to support mother and baby 
naturally. In addition, if some medical interventions are 
necessary it can be helpful to get support and advice 
on how to balance or prevent any negative side effects 
or undo issues arising from conventional treatment.           
Not to mention getting answers on the best choices for the   
long-term health of little one. My experience on both sides 
of conventional and alternative health management has 
put me in a unique position to offer non-judgmental advice 
and support, whilst always putting safety first. 

Increasingly, parents-to-be are learning to appreciate the 
difference that a proactive, healthy approach to pregnancy 
can make for both mother and baby. Naturopathic 
medicine is an integrative health care philosophy that 
recognises the importance of health during conception, 
pregnancy, labour and birth.  It follows a holistic approach 
and seeks to identify and treat the underlying cause of a 
condition rather than just the symptoms. The naturopathic 
philosophy is that the body wants to heal itself, so one 
might prescribe herbs and other techniques to restore 
vitality and physiological balance to enable it to do this.

The principles of Naturopathy were first used by the 
Hippocratic School of Medicine in about 400 BC.   
The Greek philosopher Hippocrates believed in viewing 
the whole person in regards to finding a cause of disease, 
and using the laws of nature to induce cure. It was from 
this original school of thought that Naturopathy takes its 
principles:

Natural remedies are safe for foetal development and 
offer vast benefits for both mother and baby. They bring 
you into balance rather than merely disguise symptoms 
and encourage your body’s natural intuition, to trust 
and believe in a woman’s innate ability to do this. In my 
practice I use herbal medicine, dietary advice, Bach flower 
remedies and recommend appropriate holistic natural 
treatments or lifestyle techniques that are often based 
on the scientific values of functional medicine (see the 
Institute of Functional Medicine website for details). 

•	 The healing power of nature 

Nature has the innate ability to heal

•	 Identify and treat the cause
There is always an underlying cause, be it 

physical or emotional

•	 Do no harm
A Naturopath will never use treatments that may 

create other conditions

•	 Treat the whole person
When preparing a treatment plan, all aspects of 

a person’s being are taken into consideration

•	 The Naturopath as a teacher
A Naturopath empowers the patient to take 

responsibility for his/her own health by teaching 

self-care

•	 Prevention is better than cure 

A Naturopath may remove toxic substances and 

situations from a patient’s lifestyle to prevent the 

onset of further disease.

Juliana O’Boyle
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Dietary Impact

When you consider the principle ‘you are what you eat’ 
it’s quite easy to see that the health of baby is going to be 
directly correlated to the food that you put in your mouth. 
A mama’s body is literally crying out for additional nutrients 
during this time; did you know dark chocolate is full of 
magnesium necessary for pregnancy? Or that eating 
DHA-rich oily fish in your third trimester may not only 
prevent post-partum depression but also contribute to the 
optimal development of baby’s growing brain (get saving 
for those University fees!). Taking the right probiotics 
at key stages can promote healthy gut bacteria to be 
passed on to baby, which is key for their good long-term 
health. I also know the last thing one may feel like in 
those early nausea filled days is a bowl of beautifully 
steamed vegetables, so it’s important to have the right 
supplementation. Some are contraindicated and some 
are essential but all can be accurately ascertained from a 
consultation with a naturopath. Pregnancy is not the time 
to rely on self-medication, information from a chemist or a 
health shop assistant. I recommend key quality nutrients 
based on an individual’s history and profile – one size 
certainly doesn’t fit all. I also give numerous helpful tips 
such as small regular meals every 2-3 hours to balance 
blood sugar and so prevent queasiness - keep a bag of 
organic almonds for example in your handbag to nibble 
on. Food quality should be at its absolute highest to get 
maximum nutrient density and avoid unnecessary toxic load.

Lifestyle

It’s essential to remember that pregnancy is not an illness 
and there are plenty of people who largely carry on with 
normal life. Unnecessary anxiety about the process is 
unhelpful to both mum and baby. There are many herbs 
and remedies that can be used to help manage any 
sources of stress. Sometimes just chatting about worries 
with a friendly professional in a relaxed consultation can 
be all that it takes, or a few key supplements can prevent 
a persistent low mood becoming a darker cloud that could 
affect your magical first weeks with your newborn. 
Gentle exercise should be encouraged for it’s many uplifting 
benefits, as should plenty of sleep - get it whilst you can.

At home with baby

Whilst no one would expect any mum to be jumping back 
into zumba classes in the first few weeks following birth, 
it is a huge bonus to feel in optimal condition or to get a 
bit of natural support managing energy levels for all those 
nightly feeding sessions. For those struggling to maintain 
adequate milk supply, herbal medicine and a few diet tips 
can be invaluable. If a caesarean or other intervention was 
necessary for a birth then there are many ways to speed 
up recovery using natural techniques. 

Ultimately a mother is the sun around which a family 
and home revolve, and her wellbeing is of the upmost 
importance. Getting in tiptop condition early will benefit 
everyone around you and help you all to enjoy each 
special moment.

Juliana is a qualified herbalist and naturopath registered 
with The Association of Master Herbalists. She is 
currently studying for a MSc. in Personalized Nutrition. 
Contact West London Naturopathy for advice: 

info@westlondonnaturopathy.com

www.westlondonnaturopathy.com
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Who has been the biggest influence in your work?

My mother. 
 
What changes have you seen in the birth world since 

the start of your career? 

The emergence of fast developing scientific disciplines that 
will undoubtedly influence the history of childbirth.
 
How much change have you seen towards positive/

natural birth since publishing your views?

There is already at least one example of a scientific 
discovery that had the power of challenging thousands 
of years of cultural conditioning. When I was a medical 
student in the early 1950s, mother and newborn baby 
were routinely separated, whatever the place of birth 
(home or hospital). In the 1970s, through a combination 
of sophisticated scientific perspectives, we have suddenly 
learnt that a newborn baby needs its mother. Today words 
such as ‘’bonding’’ and ‘’attachment’’ are familiar to the 
general public and health professionals. We have reached 
a time when, from the very first seconds following birth, 

immediate skin to skin contact is usual, even occasionally 
on the operating table in the case of a caesarean section.  

If you could go back to the beginning of your 

education, would your career pathway be different?

I don’t think so. We are learning so much from mistakes.

What was your birth like? And that of your children? 

Did they shape your views on your work?

I was born at home in a French village in 1930. My mother 
was 35. I was her first baby. The labour started at 10pm 
and I was born at midnight. My mother used to say that 
the day of my birth was the most joyful day of her life.  
My children were born in different contexts between 1958 
and 1985. The common point is that these three births 
were vaginal without any pharmacological assistance.

Is merely being present, albeit adopting ‘the knitting 

midwife in the corner’ demeanour, suggestive that 

women need help to labour and birth? 

The painting of a knitting woman, on the cover of my 
book “Do we need midwives?”, is symbolic of authentic 
midwifery: a low profile protective and silent mother-figure 
is maintaining her level of adrenaline as low as possible 
by performing a repetitive task. This scene should not 
be understood as a recipe or a model, but as a symbol 
of what the basic needs of a labouring woman are. The 
objective is to recall that a laboring woman needs to feel 
protected against all possible stimulants of her neocortex: 
language, light, and attention enhancing situations.

‘To change the 
world, we must 
first change the 
way babies are 

being born.’ 

MICHEL ODENT

Michel Odent gives an insight 
into his iconoclaustic career and 
reflects on his vision for the future 
of the maternity care system.
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Michel Odent has been in charge of the surgical 
unit and the maternity unit at the Pithiviers state 
hospital (1962–1985) and is the founder of the Primal 
Health Research Centre (London). In the 1970s he 
introduced the concepts of home-like birthing rooms 
and birthing pools in maternity hospitals. He is the 
author of 12 books published in 22 languages and 
author (or co-author) of 92 articles listed in 
www.pubmed.com

How much dialogue do you have with your fellow 

Obstetricians? 

I have more and more opportunities to communicate 
with doctors, either by participating in medical 
conferences, or co-authoring academic books, or 
publishing articles in medical journals. Doctors are 
becoming curious about emerging scientific disciplines 
that will undoubtedly influence the history of childbirth, 
particularly metagenomics bacteriology, epigenetics, 
physiology of parturition, and the branch of epidemiology 
we call “Primal Health Research”. In the current scientific 
context, many topics may suddenly be presented in a 
way that is immediately understood by people with a 
scientific background, including doctors. For example, 
thirty years ago, claiming that a dim light can facilitate 
the birth process was empiric knowledge: it could not be 
considered a serious issue by most health professionals. 
Today we are learning that melatonin (the “darkness 
hormone”) is an essential birth hormone, synergetic with 
oxytocin in the brain and in the uterine muscle. I had a 
significant experience of new attitudes in the medical 
community when talking in a plenary session (3000 
doctors) at the last conference of the Mexican college of 
obstetrics and gynecology. 
 
One of your controversial concepts is for fathers to 

be absent during birth. Do you think their presence 

has affected the past 50 years of childbirth? Do you 

see any exceptions to this rule of exclusion?

I am not aware of any rule of exclusion. The presence 
of the father is common today, even in the case of a 
c-section. The questions we have to raise are about the 
masculinization and the medicalization of birth in general, 
as the ultimate forms of socialization that started several 
thousand years ago.  
 
Men as midwives and doulas. Always a woman’s role 

or can it work?

These are other questions about the ultimate forms of 
socialization of childbirth. Such questions must be raised 
at a time when, at a planetary scale, the number of women 
who give birth to babies and placentas, thanks to the 
release of a “cocktail of love hormones”, is becoming 
insignificant. 

Give us a summary about your recent article in 

Medical Hypotheses.

http://www.medical-hypotheses.com/article/S0306-

9877(16)30026-3/pdf

This article is conveying a double message:

1 - From an immuno-bacteriological perspective, there is 
no substitute for home birth: ideally, the body of human 
neonates needs to be colonized by a great diversity of 
familiar microorganisms.

2 - Since out-of-home birth is arguably an irreversible 
phenomenon, the time has come to evaluate practices that 
might moderate the effects of microbial deprivation in the 
neonatal period.

Do you think triggering the immune system in neonates 

is likely to be beneficial for long term health? 

The immune system is like a sensory function: it needs to 
be stimulated to develop.

What other strategies would you recommend for 

microbiome transfer to babies born by Caesarean 

aside from wrapping in the mothers clothes? 

Starting with what is simple. Someone must replace the 
mother, as long as she cannot hold and kiss her baby. 
If there is cohabitation between mother and father, if they 
sleep together, and if they often exchange kisses, the 
father is undoubtedly the best substitute for the mother. 

Should other people aside from mother and father 

hold the newborn from point of view of non-shared 

microbiome of other visitors? 

Since a human newborn baby has the same antibodies as 
its mother, the colonization of its body by microbes familiar 
to the mother is a priority.
 
What aspects of the maternity care system should 

change over the next 50 years? 

We need systems based on a good understanding, 
at a cultural scale, of the basic needs of laboring women. 
To assimilate the concept of neocortical inhibition will be 
a necessary step.
 
What gives you the greatest joy when you look back 

over your long and outstanding career? 

To communicate with an authentic doula is one reason 
among thousands to feel joyful.
 
What more would you like to achieve before retirement?

To stimulate the human capacity to think long term.
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Our very own Doula UK’s Maisie Hill 

shares the birth story of her first born.

When Andy, one of our independent midwives, came over 
a week before my guess date, I asked her to examine me. 
It had occurred to me in the preceding days that I’d prefer 
her to meet my vagina before the intensity of labour. I had 
been examining myself fairly regularly so already knew that 
I was softening and opening but she confirmed that I was 
a stretchy 2cm and that my cervix was anterior but still in 
the process of shortening. 

Immediately after my VE, she casually asked, “What are you 
guys up to for the rest of the week?” and as she’d never 
asked this before (we had far more interesting birth related 
things to chat about), I immediately thought that her inkling 
was that birth would be on the sooner side of things.

That Saturday morning Paul and I were walking to have 
brunch with a friend, when on the walk to meet her I 
could feel my knickers getting increasingly damp, so once 
we reached the restaurant I scuttled off to the toilet and 
was delighted to find some show in my knickers. Normal 
Pregnant Woman Maisie wanted to tell Paul and my friend, 
Doula Maisie told her to keep her trap shut!

On our way home I explained to Paul what was happening 
and he asked what it meant. Doula Maisie explained that 
something could happen in the next 48 hours… or two 
weeks (cue frustrated look on his face), but either way 
something was happening. Normal Pregnant Woman Maisie 
asked him to get the hose and tap connectors sorted.

More show appeared over the next 24 hours as did plenty 
of loose stools. Paul spent most of the weekend running 
around various DIY stores trying to find a tap connector 
that would fit onto our awkward taps. Despite Doula 
Maisie agreeing with Rebecca Schiller’s entirely correct 
suggestion of napping, Normal Pregnant Woman Maisie 
took it upon herself to bake a cake, a treacle tart a cottage 
pie and sort through baby clothes. Thankfully, nothing 
happened through Saturday night and I slept brilliantly. 
Sunday morning I managed to meet a mentee, and as 
she left my house she asked if I was going to have photos 
taken whilst in labour; which sowed a seed in my mind.

Our neighbours came over for Sunday lunch and Doula 
Maisie spotted how Normal Pregnant Woman Maisie was 
stretching her lower back out on the birth ball. Afterwards 
we went for a walk around Peckham Rye. Doula Maisie 
thought it was interesting how Normal Pregnant Woman 
Maisie didn’t want to walk in her favourite part of the 
park, instead choosing to stay close to home. When we 
bumped into friends Normal Pregnant Woman Maisie was 
desperate to get away from them even though she hadn’t 
seen them in a while; Doula Maisie knew why.

At home, Doula Maisie knew Normal Pregnant Woman 
Maisie should go to bed early, but she wanted to snuggle 
on the sofa and stayed up much later than intended. 
So we went to bed just before midnight, and as I lay down 
I needed the toilet so up I got and went. Then, as I laid 
down and started to drift off, I felt the urge to go to the 
loo again and this time it felt a bit cervixy. I went back into 
the bedroom and told Paul tonight could be the night and 
immediately started having regular frequent contractions. 
I wanted some time to myself to get my head straight and 
I knew the best place for me to do that was in the bath, 
so that’s where I headed.

We had anticipated that I’d want to spend some time 
on my own so that I could just get on with it, and 
coincidentally our bathroom light was broken so it was 
lovely and dark. The bath was so relaxing and familiar to 
our baby and I – it had been our place to hang out and 
connect all the way through my pregnancy, but Doula 
Maisie kept popping into my head and telling me to get 
out and eat something whilst I could, so up and out I got, 
and as soon as my next contraction came I legged it back 
to the bath! I’m prone to low blood sugar and tend to feel 
faint if I don’t eat regularly, so I was determined to get out 
of the bath and eat some scrambled eggs. I asked Paul to 
get the TENS ready but by the time I was out the bath and 
he’d dried my back to stick the pads on I was jumping off 
the bed to get back to the bath again.

“The dreams I had between each 

contraction felt like nuggets of  

golden wisdom.”

Once I accepted that I was going to be in the bath for 
some time and that I wouldn’t be eating any scrambled 
eggs, I was able to drift in and out of sleep between 
contractions. The dreams I had between each contraction 
felt like nuggets of golden wisdom that I desperately 
wanted to hold onto but couldn’t. Just like my youthful 
experiences of drug taking, I knew I needed to stop trying 
to hold onto the bits I was enjoying and succumb to all of 
the journey.

I told Paul to inflate the birth pool and it was at this point 
that he realised our midwives hadn’t included a pump 
however thankfully we had a spare. Unfortunately out of 
all the various tap connectors we had bought, there was 
only one that fitted the hot tap on our bathroom sink, but it 
wasn’t a secure connection so the tap couldn’t be turned 
on fully. I know, I know! We should’ve done a dry run, 
but we’d only got the pool a few days before and had 
actually planned on doing a trial run the evening I went 
into labour. Thank goodness we didn’t as I’m not sure 
Paul would’ve been able to do what he ended up doing 
twice in one night!

I hung out in the bath and he went back and forth with 
buckets of water, occasionally popping his head in to 
check on me – if I said “hot”, he knew to add hot water to 
my bath, and if my hand was holding an imaginary glass, 
then I needed a drink. Doula Maisie quietly noted how 
abrupt and basic my language was.

Continued on page 10 �

BY MAISIE HILL
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As things intensified I kept grounded mentally by thinking 
of a friend who was recently induced and only used 
entonox; I told myself that if she could do that, then I 
could do this. I thought about Rebecca Schiller’s stories of 
women walking for miles in labour to get to a clinic, 
and told myself that I was fortunate to have a bath with 
clean hot water to lounge in.

At the start of my labour, Doula Maisie had told Normal 
Pregnant Woman Maisie that she’d be able to hold off 
calling the midwives till 5am so that they’d be nicely 
rested. As almost three hours of steady contractions rolled 
around, I knew we needed someone else with us but Doula 
Maisie was hesitant to call our midwives this early. Normal 
Pregnant Woman Maisie answered sharply back, “This is 
why you’ve paid them 5k! Get over yourself and call them!”

Paul called Viv at 2.50am and I could hear them going 
through the conversation I’m usually on the other side of, 
I told him I wanted her to come now and as he repeated 
my wishes to her I yelled, “MAKE SURE SHE BRINGS 
THE GAS!”

Whilst listening to the Natal Hypnosis recordings 
during pregnancy, I had been drawn to the Dial It Down 
technique of imagining the level of sensation on a dial 
and simply turning the dial down to where I wanted the 
level of sensation to be. I loved using it in labour and 

also imagined my hand had numbing powers and that 
when I touched my skin the numbing would pass into 
my abdomen. Picturing my cervix opening and thinning 
was also a favourite. However, every third contraction or 
so would contain a segment that I found myself trying to 
escape from; it was hard to stay with it and I knew how 
much the gas helped me from the partial molar pregnancy 
I’d had the year before (which ended as a miscarriage in 
the form of labour).

“I got up and walked very slowly in 

what can only be described as a 

cowboy walking on tiptoes.”

“I’d gone from 7cm to giving birth 

within 15 minutes!”

At 4.20am Viv joined us, and I immediately asked for the 
gas. She reminded me that they only carry 2-3 hours 
worth and that it was important that I used it when I really 
needed it. I wanted it then and kept saying, “Viv, the gas!” 
She got a bit firmer with me and Doula Maisie thought, 
“I know exactly what you’re doing!” Normal Pregnant 
Woman Maisie thought, “Please don’t make me beg for 
it”. Desperately looking for a way around this, I asked her 
what I needed to do to get the gas, she answered 
“Well, we could do an examin…” and I was standing up 
to get out the bath before she even finished her sentence; 
“Fine!” I exclaimed.

Doula Maisie told Normal Pregnant Woman Maisie that it 
was a good idea to go to the toilet first. Normal Pregnant 
Woman Maisie questioned, “Isn’t it odd that I’m having to 
work at having a poo?” Doula Maisie observed, “Oh look, 
you’re grunting too”.

As we made our way to the bedroom we passed Paul who 
was still working hard at getting the pool filled. Viv examined 
me at 4.35am and asked if I wanted to know, I replied that 
I did and she told me I was 7cm. Doula Maisie did a quick 
calculation and told Normal Pregnant Woman Maisie that 
she’d be able to get the gas. Viv called Andy and told her to 
make her way over to us, but that she didn’t need to rush.

I went on to have an almighty contraction that was an 
entirely different quality to the others - it took over my 
whole body and I really felt that I was on the edge of a cliff 
with no choice but to jump. I told Viv that I was pushing, 
she told me to go with it but I replied “I’m only 7cms!!” 
Viv reassuringly told me that my cervix was thin and 
stretchy and would move out of the way, so I went with it 
and my waters immediately popped. I felt inside my vagina 
and could feel my baby’s head right there. I relayed this 
information to Viv who was already on the phone to Andy 
to fly like the wind.

Viv asked me if I wanted to have the baby on the bed or 
in the pool, “In the pool but I can’t move”, I whined. In a 
firm voice Viv told me, “You’re a strong woman and you’ve 
done lots with your life, if you want to get in the pool get 
up now and go!”

I got up and walked very slowly in what can only be 
described as a cowboy walking on tiptoes, I could feel my 
baby’s head and was trying to hold it in so that I could get 
to the pool. Doula Maisie thought of all the clients she’d 
supported in the same situation and drew on them for 
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Maisie Hill has been a birth doula and women’s 
health practitioner for ten years. She is a Doula UK 
birth mentor and co-founder of the London based 
doula collective Birth in the City. Maisie loves baby 
wearing, cakes, and G&Ts with lime not lemon. 

www.maisiehill.com

www.instagram.com/_maisiehill_/

www.instagram.com/birthinthecity

“I passed our boy to Paul and burst into 

tears at the sight of them together.”

strength. As we passed Paul in the corridor Viv told him 
we were getting into the pool, he said it needed more cold 
water but there was no way I could wait.

As I got into the pool I told Paul I wanted him to stay with 
me; I knew our baby was about to be born but he was still 
unaware of how far I’d progressed. He moved some books 
off the chair next to the pool and sat down. Fully expecting 
that this was now his opportunity to do the birth support 
he’d diligently prepared for. He was surprised when 
Viv asked him, “Do you want to see the head?”

In the pool and finally using the gas, I felt our baby 
crowning with my next contraction. I used my breath to 
hold the head in as I wanted to let my perineum stretch 
gradually. With the next contraction I felt more of the head 
and had to work really hard to keep it back a bit. I knew 
the head would be born with the next contraction and 
managed to instruct Paul to take some photos just in time 
(thank you Sarah for planting this in my mind). 

The head emerged and with the next contraction our 
baby was born at 4.50am. I’d gone from 7cm to giving 
birth within 15 minutes! 

There are no words to fully describe finally meeting 
your baby face to face, but it was beautiful and I was 
truly ecstatic. 

For the next five minutes we quietly took our baby in. 
The acupuncturist in me immediately spotted that our 
baby had good size ears, a sign of a strong constitution 
in Chinese Medicine. Once we felt ready to find out what 
flavor we’d had, I lifted our baby up and we weren’t 
particularly surprised to discover that we’d had a boy, 
it’s what we had both felt instinctually from the get go.

With the minimum of fuss my compact, beautiful placenta 
was born and after a long peaceful cuddle in the pool, 
I passed our boy to Paul and burst into tears at the sight 
of them together.  It was around this time that Andy arrived 
and was gutted to discover she’d missed his arrival.

Once we moved through to the bedroom I found the 
unused TENS machine and gas came in handy as I had 
strong afterpains. The labour itself had been under 5.5 
hours from start to finish and I was delighted to find out I 
only had a slight graze and that I’d hardly lost any blood. 
Nelson latched on like a champ and that first feed was pain 
free and incredible (I held on tight to that memory over the 
following week as we dealt with nipple trauma from his 
tongue tie and the excruciating pain of Reynaud’s). 
Viv and Andy left us tucked up in bed where we camped 
out enjoying lots of skin to skin for the next few weeks.

Nelson Frederick Roberts was born at 39+4 on 
March 21st 2016, arriving with the start of Spring. 
He weighed 6lbs 6oz, had ridiculously long fingernails 
and was covered in vernix (some of which is still on his 
head at 17 weeks!).
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In labour, the transition period 
is often referred to as the most 
challenging stage. Women 
who have previously been 
coping well can break down, 
feel completely overwhelmed, 
experience the ongoing 
contractions as relentless and 
generally wish they could throw 
the towel in. The same can be 
applied to the transition from 
woman to mother with particular 
intensity in the first year as a 
parent, and yet the negative 
aspects of motherhood remains 
a taboo subject. Time and time again in my consulting 
room I find myself explaining to mothers that they are not 
the only ones who feel isolated, miserable or failures. 
New mothers are often expected to be floating around 
in a state of reverie with a serene smile across their 
face. Whilst at times this may be true, the difficulties of 
acclimatising to this new role can leave many women 
struggling to come to terms with their newfound identity. 
This can be as true for women who have always longed 
to have children as for those who go into it with more 
ambivalent feelings. 

For many, becoming a mother is the biggest change that 
occurs in a woman’s life. And with change comes the 
challenge of loss, as well as gain. Changes in friendships, 
the inability to be spontaneous, making miniscule minute-
by-minute decisions such as going to the bathroom or 
having a shower are disrupted and have to be thought 
through and considered in such detail that can’t be 
explained - even by those who have experienced it. 

I have found that women who are more tightly wedded 
to their identity prior to giving birth do tend to struggle 
more with the shift that motherhood brings. For example, 
take a woman who has a very firm idea of who she is 
in the world, perhaps she has a successful career and 
is very comfortable being in control of her working life. 
It’s possible that she may transfer the expectations she 
has over this aspect of her life onto the new one. But as 
experienced mothers know, babies don’t work like that. 
They don’t fit into a neatly prescribed time-table, nor 
do they fit into the fantasy of who we wish them to be. 
Perfectionism doesn’t have a place in motherhood and 
can be a real barrier to enjoying those first few months  
and even years.

As a psychodynamic counsellor, it is my firm belief that 
how we were mothered ourselves plays a huge part in 
what we take forward into this new chapter of our lives 
as parents. Which parts of our own mother’s methods do 
we hope to repeat, and which do we hope to avoid? In 
avoiding those that felt unhelpful, do we run the risk of 
overcompensating and going too far in the other direction? 
Does the mother who felt emotionally neglected as a child 
become overly intrusive as a mother? It isn’t possible 
to determine exactly how a new mother will respond to 

motherhood – we all come into it with our own unique set 
of experiences and it’s important to try to let go of any 
expectations that you have of yourself and of this new life 
you have created. Nevertheless it’s important to try and 
be continually consciously aware. To consider that linear 
dimension that dates back through the generations from your 
mother to your grandmother and so forth. After all, there 
is no better way for us to understand how our own mother 
felt than the moment we step into the role for ourselves. 

New mothers run the full gambit of emotions, from rage to 
adoration, jealousy and frustration, resentment, boredom 
and guilt to elation, ecstasy and joy. Never has the term 
‘emotional rollercoaster’ been a more accurate description 
of the journey that most mothers embark upon. Feeling 
ambivalent about motherhood is completely normal and 
should be expected (almost encouraged) and is definitely 
not a sign of failure. If I ask a new mother how things are 
going and she replies that everything is ‘perfect’ I often 
have concerns about what she is doing with all the difficult 
feelings that are near impossible to avoid during that first 
tornado-like experience of early day motherhood. 

Donald Winnicott (1896-1971) was a London paediatrician 
who studied psychoanalysis and wrote extensively about 
the relationship between mother and baby in the early 
years. He referred to ‘maternal occupation’ which he 
described as a ‘heightened state of sensitivity’ for a new 
mother who almost loses sight of the world around her 
and is able to fully engage in the task at hand. (‘Flight into 
sanity’ then follows where the mother begins to re-engage 
in the outside world and starts to encourage her baby to 
do the same.) He believed that the mother herself is best 
equipped by following her own instincts, to really listen 
and be in tune with what her baby needs, as she herself 
on some unconscious level remembers what it felt like 
to be a baby and therefore has all the answers within, if 
she can only let go of all the outside pressure around her.    
The pressure of her own expectations, of the media, health 
professionals, mother-in-laws and friends who may have 
good intentions but drown out the ability for the mother 
to hear her own maternal instincts. He wrote that there 
is no such thing as a perfect mother - only one who is 
‘good enough’. In order for baby to develop in a healthy 
way, we will inevitably let it down at some point by not 
bringing the breast/bottle quick enough, not realising that 
the cry means a dirty nappy, by holding and rocking for 
too long or not long enough. Mothers cannot meet every 
single need their baby has immediately and there is value 
in finding the balance which will encourage an ability to 
tolerate delayed gratification. Mothers will fail at times. 
And this will not do irrevocable damage to their babies, 
because they are trying their best. Accepting this is the 
best gift mothers can give themselves, as well as the new 
little lives they are helping to shape. So the aim is not to 
be perfect, but to be ‘good enough’. 

Kate Medlin works in North London as 
a Counselling Therapist both in private 
practice and within a Counselling Service 
at a London University. She is the Agony 
Aunt for Bella Magazine, answering 
readers letters on emotional, sexual and  
family related problems. For more information:

www.counselling-directory.org.uk/

counsellor_22497.html

Kate Medlin
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The long-awaited phone call

Get up

Splash handfuls of cold water on your face

Grab a quick porridge

And some honey

You’ll need all your energy

You never know, First-time mum

Things can easily turn into a marathon

Brush your teeth well

Last thing you want at a labour

Is morning breath

Call the cab, Check your bag 

Hot water bottle, straw

Lavender oil, jasmine, clary sage, Dash out

But pull the door gently behind you

Family’s fast asleep

The driver eyes me on the rear-view

“What’s the rush, hen?”

“A baby’s on her way,” I mutter, “You’re a midwife?”

“No – a friend,” I come up with a white lie

Unaware it’s a prophecy, At five in the morning

To someone you see in a mirror

How do you say what a doula is!

And am I one in the first place?

When does one become something 

– a teacher, a mother, a poet?

Mobile rings, His anxious voice

“Where are you? It’s moving too fast”

I look out past the front lights

November rain is whipping the side windows

“Somewhere after the bypass, Out onto M9

You did call the midwives, right?”

“Sure,” he says, “But they’re not here yet”

I am familiar with the terrain of Labourland

Scaled its peaks myself

I know a mum needs soft light

Soft-spoken words

Strong arms to hold on to

And a firm touch to remind her 

She’s still of this world

I know how to hold her hand

Wipe her brow, Offer her sips of water

While one wave after another 

Washes over her

Washes off her ego, Her limits

Everything she held to be true

When she comes 

To that underwater ravine

Where no one else can follow her

I know she will swim through it 

With eyes shut, To everything else

Diving deeper and deeper inside

Until she thinks she can go no further

Until she cries out “I can’t do this! 

Get me out of here!”

Then I know I’ll say to her

“Yes, you can, You’re already doing it

Just one surge at a time

One rest at a time”

GPS takes us into a dead end

Driver curses and reverses

I call the dad-to-be-very-soon

“We’re slightly lost

But I’m on my way, On my way”

And when she’s finally washed ashore

When she rises from the sea

With her baby in her arms

I know how to watch over them

So that no one dares to break the spell

Of that first look into the wisest of eyes

Touch of silk, Sweet smell of vernix

I know all this and yet

Never have I done them before

Never have I stood guard over 

Where our world brushes against 

What is beyond

Where you may catch a glimpse of

What God is all about

Am I of a mettle

That can deal with blood, sweat and faeces

And remain centred and calm

When someone’s breaking open to the light?

We overtake many cars

We pass through many towns

We turn a corner, another corner

Another one, And then we Stop

I step out into the dark and rain

Push the gate, Knock on the back door

That opens into their kitchen

He ushers me in without a word

And goes back to check on her

It’s warm and peaceful in here

Safe and solid, Lights dimmed

All quiet except for 

Distant groans from the living room

It is in this welcoming kitchen 

As I grab hold of my change of clothes 

– a pair of baggy trousers, a t-shirt, sturdy socks – 

That I know for the first time

Yes, I am indeed, A birthkeeper

Sebnem Susam-Saraeva

Edinburgh, June 2015
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We awake to thoughts of ‘what will we face today– anxiety, 
disobedience, delirium, depression?’ Equally we’ll be 
aware he may elicit his extraordinary bouts of compassion. 
Heavily physical with kisses, cuddles and unreconstructed, 
purely learnt and 100%-felt talk of ‘mummy you’re such a 
pretty princess; daddy you’re a lovely boy’. But they could 
be surpassed by a sadness just as swiftly. Cruelty can 
creep in too. He can sway between extremes alarmingly 
swiftly; middle ground is rarely inhabited by Isaac. 
Hence our every day, every waking hour default is ‘on 
edge’. Always prepared for some heavy lifting.

Our nervousness will vary vastly in terms of intensity. 
Weekends and holidays, where a lack of routine can 
take Isaac hostage in horrible ways, could mean it’s 
heightened. A precisely prepared school day with plans 
aplenty and a sense of cautious calm could even kickstart 
the day – although my stoic wife may have to suppress 
post school potential fallout.

Every morning on awaking, Isaac religiously stays in bed - 
still and silent – waiting for me to venture into his room 
(a behaviour so ingrained and important to him that he won’t 
entertain any alternative). So I always go in early, never lulled 
by what could be construed as contented quiet, anticipating 
his strange state of mind. Which then needs some diligent 
and delicate unpicking. Very likely compounding the need 
to confirm the day’s itinerary, something will be mentally 
fidgeting him which he will attempt to articulate through his 
repetition or recollection of facts:

Like a train journey he recently did that stopped at an 
unannounced station: “daddy, why did the train stop at 
Basingtoke on the way to St. Ives on the national rail 
services? Why didn’t the driver say so? Because he did 
say the train stops at Reading and… (lists them all)?”

Or something about me and my work; that “last Thursday 
when you left your office it was when I was having 
dinner not after I brushed my teeth…” Maybe it’s his 
grandmother’s new journey to work. Something someone 
said at school. Events, dates, buses, trains. 

All matters of fact. Delivered and endlessly repeated 
in a matter of fact way. But, paradoxically, defying a 
manic-ness in his head that needs dissembling. 
Because incubated within this solid, samey information is a 
fluid, frenzied pool of concern. The facts mere codes and 
triggers for what could be at first a whine, then a wail.
My wife possesses a particular patience with connected 
tenacity to confidently locate his real worry about the day 

ahead: maybe he knows nothing’s on in the afternoon and 
that’s scary, perhaps he’s going somewhere there may be 
a dog (he hates and is scared and repelled by them and 
their, I imagine, erraticism: “dogs are rubbish…,” he’ll say, 
“they have to go away…stupid dogs”). Or is it a day when I 
might be home late from work (because I was on the same 
day last week). Whatever he’s recalling – however long ago 
– will mean he’s experiencing the same stress levels as if 
it’s happening there and then, in the moment. His mind 
can appear a minefield where treading carefully guarantees 
little in the way of protection from unexpected explosions.

The arrival of his boisterous sister in the room may see him 
swing into overly disruptive, tough to manage, ebullient 
behaviour (hysteria, silly toilet humour (I know this is typical 
for all children!) soon spills into being unmanageably 
hyper). Before a bout of train sound and station naming 
stimming (repetitive behaviour) to regulate his mental 
state and insulate himself from the world. The onset of 
stimming, this most autistic of trait, a welcome sedative 
for us all. Affording us a shelter from the slipstream of the 
condition’s rampant hurricanes. And therein lies a truth 
about the daily dread autism can unleash. You seek, 
and take solace in, autistic solutions. The fine line between 
it constructively dictating your life and destructively 
defining it starting to fade. Because at vulnerable times 
the inventory of knowledge and experience I’ve harnessed 
about Isaac emits mental tremors in me before I attempt 
to do pretty much anything. I can catastrophize to the 
point of crippling anxiety. Indeed I’m certainly not the 
first person to comment that parents behave in autistic 
ways so absorbed are they in their child’s autism and its 
attributes. And so keen are they for an antidote to the 
chaotic autism-unfriendly, spontaneous society we live in. 
It’s common sense damage limitation. But it can also be 
damaging. I know that.

Whatever, wherever, whenever, whoever, the first thing 
I will always do is second guess what Isaac’s autism 
has in store. Forever. But when the guessing overrides 
everything, when it becomes a survival tactic in torrid 
times, you retreat into a risk averse bubble of inaction 
and inertia for fear of the helter skelter. A recent holiday 
triggered that survival tactic which then overstayed its 
welcome so suffocating was its nature. The first half of 
the holiday was as care free and conventional a holiday I 
believe we’ve had. With extended family nearby, we stayed 
in a cottage on a cute little farm; it was symmetrical, 
organised with well-behaved animals. Which family 
members visited us and when could be plotted and 
itemised by him. Every day the chickens and sheep and 

Is it too severe to say autism serves up a degree of 

daily dread on parents? Perhaps not. There’s certainly 

a never ending sense of uncertainty.

MATT DAVIS
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ducks, safe behind fences, could be fed with Farmer Tim 
at the same time. His previous blanket wariness of the 
animals became an accepted awareness. No feeding of 
course, and a demand that the animals ‘stay away please’ 
but it was an (somewhat edited) idyllic few days. 

Then, a mini adventure to the beach, and the fun he’d 
been working so hard to have, turned sinister for him. 
Chucking pebbles crazily into the sea one minute. 
Throwing an almighty tantrum the next. All because a 
gallivanting dog brushed past him. His structured world 
invaded by random disorder. He screamed and screamed. 
We returned to the cottage, all attempts to appease failed. 
I strive to empathise sometimes. Feebly, I imagine his 
never abating sense of fear when something like this has 
tipped him is like I’d be if I knew a rat was in a room I 
was in. Permanently.

And from that point on we kind of lost him, and perhaps 
ourselves, to the trammelled existence that a blinkered 
adherence to autism can serve you. Windows shut for 
fear of flies. Gulls swooping outside sending shivers; 
even stopping the daily feeding, detected by my wife who 
sensed Isaac torn between routine and fear. When fear 
wins, you’re in a dark place. His eating pretty much ended. 
Stimming became the only respite, but even that would 
only satisfy him for so long. Making Isaac authentically 
happy (as opposed the faux happiness of transport talk or 
being boisterous) is hard to come by. When I offered an 
early return from the holiday he visibly loosened like a tight 
knot magically undoing itself. He played nicely with his 
sister, ate a sandwich and even went outside. But was that 
happiness or so-big-it’s-impossible-to-quantify relief?

Home wasn’t the pure remedy. We spent a good few 
weeks at the mercy of autism anxiety. Behaving too under 
its spell. Clumsily, almost unconsciously. Its traits, or our 
literal interpretation of them, pervading our thoughts. 
Always second guessing. Always a little too on edge.
A process of marginal losses happens. Isaac’s limited 
eating, limits further. His propensity to do anything 
lessens. We all follow a strict routine. Meltdowns aplenty. 
Ipads are a relief. Life contracts to very little when all these 
compromises are made. 

And liberating us from this not so long ago were the 
objective Custodians of Isaac’s potential and welfare and 
hope. His therapists and teachers at his sanctuary, his 
school. Who eased us in from the autism waste ground we 
were scrabbling about in. They spoke of his timetables, 
how he’s loving laughing and socialising at school. 

Their pride in him. His hilarity, imagination. Mostly though, 
they implored us to own our lives. Leave him with 
grandparents. Indulge but know when not to. We innately 
know what he can and can’t do, when to or to not push him.
I’ve tried to psychologically reframe some of my 
knowledge about him. Revisit the times he’s done the 
unexpected and brave. Like allow the dentist to pull 
and clean and scrape before boldly saying, “it’s a bit 
difficult having them cleaned. Can you clean them next 
time please.” Or managing the sensory discomfort of a 
swimming cap and noise of the pool and engage joyously 
in a swimming class (but my frustration then at the flat 
lining in lessons, his desire to repeat in the lesson and 
stim frustrating me. Unfairly.) Transient times where he 
courageously leaves his comfort zone. Importantly, the 
next time I’m caught in an autism rut, where I lose myself 
to its supposed traits, I’ll try to tell myself it’s too complex 
a condition for such, well, crass simplification. 

When I need to dig deep, because the desire to anything 
has disappeared, perhaps a way of positive thinking is to 
believe in autism’s difference. Isaac’s hard wiring means 
he deals in hard facts. They often belie inner stresses, as I 
mentioned at the beginning of this article. But sometimes 
they don’t. We really can lighten his mood with a slightly 
more muscular approach. I barter with him – eat, play, see 
certain folk; and you can then tell me whatever fascinating 
encyclopaedic bit of travel trivia you absolutely have to tell 
me (like that there are three Streathams on the national 
rail services which he’ll list, before naming linking bus 
numbers and more.) We can dampen that daily dread – 
it’s possible on occasions.

Because we can’t always unpick, always fret. Maybe 
there is simple joy for him in the concrete and whole. 
His mindboggling knowledge of the UK transport system 
defies belief so thorough and accurate is it. His inner eye 
visualises the coherence of lines and roads and tracks 
and numbers and sounds across the whole country. 
And feeling like a feat of memory he reports it all back. 
All the time. It can be a wonder.

But that doesn’t mean there’s a beauty and creativity and 
unpredictability to him too - and what he says that, maybe, 
just maybe, we can embrace and foster and ‘go with’. 
This was illustrated when my wife talked to him last week 
about where he came from. “My tummy” she said, as you 
would. “Why, did you eat me?” he asked back.

A dad’s perspective
Matt Davis is a Parent Patron of 

Ambitious about Autism. His son 

Isaac is seven years old and he was 

diagnosed with high funtioning autism 

just after his third birthday.
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We all love to pamper ourselves, our friends and our 
pregnant & new mamma clients but it’s often hard to find 
great products that not only look lovely but are only made 
from lovely ingredients. Well we have done the ground 
work for you to find some of the best natural and ethical 
products in the UK that really work as well as being kind to 
skin, the environment and our wallets. 

5.CLEANSER/MOISTURISER

Lyonsleaf Beauty Balm  
£12.95 for 55ml 

100% natural, waterless facial multi tasker. 
This solid balm melts to an oil when applied 
to dry skin dissolving grime and make up. 
Can also be used as a moisturiser or to 
repair dry or cracked areas of skin on the 
body such as heels. Suitable for all skin 
types from dry to acne prone. Testers 
reported quick results with smaller looking 
pores and improvement in varied skin issues. 

lyonsleaf.co.uk

1.BODY WASH

Mia & Dom 

Cleansing Body Wash
£12.99 for 200ml 

An organic gentle foaming wash 
with the scent of Bergamot and 
lavender leaves skin feeling 
cleansed and not stripped of 
moisture. Testers loved the smell as 
much as the consistency and said it 
was an uplifting way to start the day. 
Can be used on babies and adults. 

miadomskincare.com

2.HAND WASH

Greenfrog Botanic 
Botanical Hand Wash 

£7.80 290ml 

Made from Himalayan soap 
berries, this lovely handwash is 

chemical, paraben and sulphate 
free. Combining the uplifting 

scents of rose and neroli oil with 
organic aloe vera, our testers, 

who are frequent nappy changing 
hand washers, reported they had 

moisturised and happy hands. 
Suitable for sensitive and dry skin.

greenfrogbotanic.co.uk
3.BATH OIL

Motherlylove Pamper   
Mum Relaxing Bath Oil 
£10.95 for 75ml 

A beautiful smelling oil perfect 
for expectant and new mothers. 
Leaves skin soft but not greasy. 
A little goes a long way. Jan’s 
range of products – many for use 
in pregnancy and labour look great 
and had our pregnant testers 
clamouring to pack into their 
hospital bag and try them out. 

motherlylove.co.uk

4.SOAP

Friendly Soap 
£1.99 - 2.49 for 95g 

We were lucky enough to get to test 
out a few of the wide range of soaps 
that Friendly Soap offer. We liked the 

Shea Facial Cleansing Bar;  Vit-A rich, 
fragrance-free Shea butter is used to 

reduce the appearance of fine lines and 
to ease psoriasis and eczema. The Travel 

Soap is a handy three-in-one Shampoo, 
Soap and Deodorant. Formulated as 
an antiseptic, anti-fungal and insect 

repellent. This is one useful little bar!  
The Aloe Vera bath soap (£1.99 for 95g) 

is a pure bath soap for those irritated 
by fragrance or added ingredients in 

commercial products. Fragrance free for 
the driest most delicate skin.

friendlysoap.co.uk
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The Food of Love: Your Formula for Successful 
Breastfeeding by Kate Evans

A topical, refreshingly different approach to breastfeeding 
successfully. Features honest discussions about childcare and 
lots of fantastically funny illustrations.

You’ve Got It In You: A Positive Guide to 
Breastfeeding by Emma Pickett

An encouraging read supporting the instinct. Including what to expect 
through the entire duration of breastfeeding with chapters on possible 
difficulties, special circumstances and a message for Dads.

The Ultimate Breastfeeding Book of Answers          
by Jack Newman M.D. and Teresa Pitman

Facts about breastfeeding and solutions for the common problems 
that arise. Filled with practical advice on achieving a good latch, 
breastfeeding premature and special-needs babies and what to do if 
baby refuses the breast.

The Politics of Breastfeeding: Why Breasts Are Bad 
For Business by Gabrielle Palmer

An alternative to conventional breastfeeding books. Challenging 
complacency about how children are fed while radically reappraising 
the way formula is marketed.

The Womanly Art of Breastfeeding by La Leche 
League International

A range of nursing advice, stories, and information - from preparing 
for breastfeeding during pregnancy to feeding cues, from nursing 
positions to expressing and storing breast milk. With all-new photos 
and illustrations.

AS RECOMMENDED BY DOULA UK DOULAS
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To make the squash bowl, cut the butternut squash just 
beyond the bulbous part of the squash where it meets 
the neck. Using a spoon, scoop out the seeds. Rinse the 
seeds to remove fibres and also the inside of the bulbous 
part of the butternut squash. Pat dry with kitchen towel. 
Preheat the oven to 350°F, gas mark 4, 180°C (160°C 
fan-assisted). Line a baking tray with parchment paper, 
place the butternut squash and seeds on the tray, and 
drizzle olive oil over. Sprinkle with sea salt and cracked 
black pepper. Roast the butternut squash uncovered for 
40-50 minutes, but remove the seeds after 20-25 minutes. 
Season with a little touch of salt while the seeds are 
cooling. The toasted seeds will keep for several months in 
a sealed container. Serve your soup in the squash and top 
with the roasted seeds! PS - You can eat the skin of the 
butternut squash, enjoy!

A heavenly shade of orange, the true colour of 

autumn leaves, the soup looks fabulous served 

in a ‘squash bowl’.

{serves 8}

ingredients

2 large butternut squash, peeled and cubed 
(keep seeds for roasting)

2 large echalions shallots, sliced 
6 carrots, cubed 
1⁄2 litre vegetable stock 
1⁄2 litre chicken stock
1⁄2 litre boiling water 
2 tbsp olive oil 
sea salt white pepper
garnish
chives
roasted butternut squash seeds 
(see Lisa’s tip for instructions)

coconut yogurt (coyo)

Preparation time – 30 mins, 

cooking time – 40 mins

In a large saucepan on medium heat, sauté the shallots in 
olive oil until translucent (approx. 5 minutes). 

Add the cubed butternut squash, continue to sauté for 3 
minutes then add the cubed carrots. Season with sea salt 
and white pepper. Add your vegetable, chicken stock and 
boiling water. Increase the heat and bring the soup to boil 
for 3-5 minutes. 

Reduce the heat to medium and cook for 40 minutes (if you 
find there is a lot of broth on the top, using a large spoon 
you can skim this off). 

Remove from the heat and cool slightly. 

Using a hand-held blender, purée the soup in the pot, or 
purée in batches in a blender or food processor. If the soup 
is too thick, add a little extra boiling water (almond milk or 
soya milk are also good choices). 

Garnish with coconut yogurt, roasted butternut squash 
seeds and chives.

“The toasted seeds will keep for 
several months in a sealed container. 
Serve your soup in the squash and top 
with the roasted seeds!”

LISA’S TIP
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Sweet potatoes are packed with beta-carotene and 
antioxidants. In fact, they have more beta-carotene than 
carrots! They also contain vitamins C, E, folate, thiamine, 
riboflavin, fibre and several minerals. Because of their 
lower glycemic index, they are a carbohydrate-friendly 
choice, too.

Preheat the oven to 400°F, gas mark 6, 
200°C (180°C fan-assisted). Heat the oil in a large 
(29cm diameter) casserole dish on medium heat. Add the 
onions and sauté until translucent approx. 5 minutes. 
Add the aubergines, salt, pepper, tomato sauce and 
crushed garlic, mix well and cook for 2-3 minutes longer.
Add the remaining vegetables: butternut squash, sweet 
potato, carrots and butter beans. Pour over the stock, 
followed by the coconut cream, keep on the stove for 
another 2-4 minutes until the stew comes to a boil.
Add the curry powder and coconut sugar. Cover the pot 
and place in the centre of the oven for two hours. Check 
every 30 minutes and stir to ensure nothing gets stuck to 
the base of the dish. If you would like to keep the dish in 
the oven after two hours reduce the oven temperature to 
300°F, gas mark 2, 150°C (130°C fan-assisted).

Serve with coconut wholegrain rice & freshly chopped 
coriander. garnish wholegrain rice fresh coriander.

Seek out small, slender aubergines for this recipe. 

With less seeds, they tend to be less bitter and 

become tender and sweet when cooked.

{serves 4 - 6}

ingredients

2 aubergines, medium, cut into 1.5cm cubes
1 butternut squash, cut into 1.5cm cubes
2 sweet potatoes, cut into 1.5cm cubes
2 carrots, cut into 1.5cm rounds
1 red onion, small, sliced into half moons
1 white onion, small, sliced into half moons
1 tin butter beans, drained 
400ml coconut milk
300g tomato pasta sauce (smooth as possible)

1⁄2 litre marigold vegan stock 
3 garlic gloves, crushed
 2 tsp mild madras curry powder
 2 tsp coconut sugar
2 tbsp coconut oil  
Sea salt & black pepper

Preparation time – 40 mins, 

cooking time – 2 hours

Lisa Roukin is a chef and an author. Lisa’s main 
focus is developing healthy, gluten and wheat free 
recipes with minimal use of refined sugars which 
resonates in her cookbook My Relationship with 
Food which is packed with seasonal recipes, 
helping you make the most of the best produce 
available to create nourishing and wholesome 
meals. Perfect for those wishing to build on their 
repertoire, introducing you to some inspiring 
breakfasts, lunches, soups, sides, dinners and 
treats, aimed at bringing the family together over meal 
times.  For more information on Lisa you can visit:

www.myrelationshipwithfood.com

Instagram: @myrelationshipwithfood 

Twitter: @cookwithlisa

Facebook: My Relationship with Food

LISA’S TIP
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The midwife and author and one of 
our all round favourite wise women 
talks to Doulaing about the role of the 
midwife, Dr Who and chaos. 

If you could give one piece of advice to a pregnant 

woman what would it be? 

I’d like to frame this answer more positively, but the one 
thing I wish all pregnant women knew is that the notion 
of risk is a modern invention which can cause people to 
be fear-based and make decisions that may not be in 
alignment with their true desires. So my advice would be 
to really think about risk and consider to what extent you 
want to let it be a part of your experience.

Tell us about a day that changed your life.

The first International water birth conference, which I 
attended when I was a student midwife. I was watching 
Marsden Wagner,  Beverley Beech and Sheila Kitzinger 
speaking at this massive conference at Wembley and I 
found myself thinking, “Wow, that looks like SO much fun, 
and what a cool way to make a difference in the world, 
by going out and doing research and noticing things and 
then being allowed to get up on a stage and tell other 
people about it.” That was a pretty key step on my journey 
to what I’m doing now. 

What drives you? 

Knowing how amazing women feel when they give birth in 
their own power, and wanting more women to be able to 
have that experience, or even just to know that such an 
experience is possible and beneficial.  

What is the key to a positive birth experience? 

I think one of many important elements is being able to 
process one’s thoughts, feelings, desires, hopes, dreams, 
worries and  experiences within a trusting relationship and 
really being able to be present in that journey, wherever it 
takes you. 

If you could make one 

change to our current 

maternity system what 

would it be? 

Just one?! OK, I would 
do whatever was needed 
to reinstate and protect 
the full role of the midwife 
and ensure that midwives 
had enough time and the 
capacity to do what we 
have always done, which 
is to be with woman in 
a holistic sense and not just in relation to the modern 
interventionist stuff. I am so dismayed to see the midwife’s 
role being reduced to that of technician in some settings, 
when midwives have traditionally done so much for women 
and babies and families. We have the ability and the skills 
and the desire to practice holistically and be with women 
on their journey in so many dimensions, and some of us 
still do that, but far too many midwives are prevented from 
doing so by the current system.

What is your top tip for new mothers? 

Your only job is to feed your baby. 
Otherwise, rest and sleep as much as possible. You are 
the queen. Everything else can wait.

Who do you most admire and why? 

Beverley Beech, Mavis Kirkham and Nadine Edwards. 
All three are completely amazing women who have done 
so much for women and families, and without any desire 
for accolades or recognition.

What makes you happy? 

Being with my family and friends, quilting, travelling, 
dark chocolate, sitting on rugs, freshly-mown grass, 
packing cubes, Doctor Who (but I really wish they would 
get David Tennant or Matt Smith back, please and thank 
you if anyone from BBC Wales is reading this), wine, 
maths, music and being able to express my creativity. 
Not necessarily in that order but, ideally, I like to be doing 
about three of the above at the same time. 

What do you wish you knew 25 years ago that you 

know now?

I’m honestly not sure that I would go back and tell myself 
anything. Life’s a journey, and to know things sooner 
would change the quality of that journey. I’m learning 
some amazing things en route, and I’m OK with not 
knowing. I mean, I lecture people on the value of not 
knowing in my workshops and online courses! I’m mostly 
OK with the notion of tolerating the chaos, and I try to 
encourage others to embrace that. I think that the hunt for 
certainty is part of the root of some of the problems that 
we face as a culture. 

“Your only job is to feed your baby. 
Otherwise, rest and sleep as much 
as possible.”

Dr Sara Wickham is a multi-passionate midwife, educator, writer and researcher who works independently, dividing 
her working time between speaking, writing, blogging, facilitating online courses, creating resources for midwives, 
birth workers and women and undertaking a wide variety of consultancy projects and advisory activities. 

You can find Sara online at www.sarawickham.com

SARA WICKHAM
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The Access Fund (formerly known as the Hardship 

Fund) was established by Doula UK in 2008. It was 

set up to assist doulas whilst they were working for 

clients in their local community who had no other 

means to pay for their services.

This assistance consisted of a small financial contribution 
towards the costs that the doula incurred during their work 
for that client.  

The original criteria for accessing the Fund were very 
simple. If a DUK member genuinely felt that a woman 
was in need of a doula and was unable to pay the full fee, 
that was sufficient. These reasons could be financial or 
social. Once the application had been approved, doulas 
were required to submit a brief report, together with any 
receipts to cover the costs incurred.  

The maximum amount a doula could be reimbused for 
under the Hardship Fund was £150 for birth support and 
£10 per hour for postnatal support. 

Over time, the Hardship Fund gradually evolved into 

the Access Fund and is currently available to: 

•  Women who have a total household income of 

£16,000 or less, and: 

•  Are in receipt of means-tested benefits. 

•  Or have a referral from a health professional, 
for example a midwife or GP, stating why they 

would benefit from the support of a doula as well 

as confirmation that they have an annual household 

income below £16,000. 

•  Women referred from a Doula UK Charitable 

Partner, providing services to women without 

income, such as organisations providing refuge to 

women escaping domestic violence or refugees.

ACCESS FUND UPDATE 

BY SARAH STEPHEN-SMITH

“The Access Fund was a lifeline to 
me providing emotional support and 

lots of practical information about 
looking after a baby...” 

ACCESS FUND RECIPIENT

DUK Housekeeping

Please take a minute to complete our members’ 

questionnaire about the Doula UK website, which will 

be open until 21st September: 

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/DoulaUK2016

Reminder:

The Doula UK AGM will take place at the Tomlinson 

Centre on Saturday 24th September. We will have 

the venue for the whole day and will provide lunch. 

Please see the members section of the website for 

more details and to let us know you’re coming.

Applications to the fund have shown a quite dramatic 
increase in recent years and a Working Group was set up 
last year to undertake an analysis of the current Fund and 
make proposals for the future. The Working Group carried 
out surveys to gain feedback about the current working of 
the Access Fund and will be sharing the findings with the 
Membership and Management Teams very soon. 
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Calender

October Event Location Details

6 Oct
Growing Families Conference:                               

Facts, Fiction and Other Stuff
Manchester  www.hbhe.co

11 Oct Birthrights Dignity in Childbirth workshop Coventry www.pandasfoundation.org.uk/

17 Oct
Baby Massage Teacher programme             

(University/RCM accredited)

Northampton          

(J15 M1)
www.birthblissdoulacourses.co.uk

18 Oct Younique Postnatal Development Course
New Malden or     

West Sussex
Seema Barua: tohaniseema@gmail.com

19 Oct Royal College of Midwives Annual Conference Harrogate www.nurturingbirth.co.uk

22 Oct
Breastfeeding London Study Day 2:                   

Position and Attachment
London

www.rcm.org.uk/sites/default/files/

Sands2016-Del-Final.pdf

22 Oct Developing Doulas Preparation Course Cambridge european-doula-network.org/events/

September Event Location Details

3 Sept Findhorn Healthy Birth, Healthy Earth Conference Moray, Scotland www.hbhe.co

5 Sept Pre and Postnatal Depression Awareness Week www.pandasfoundation.org.uk/

12 Sept BirthBliss Aspiring Doula Foundation Course
Abbots Langley, 

Hertfordshire
www.birthblissdoulacourses.co.uk

12 Sept Two Day Birth Trauma Workshop with Alex Heath Rainham, Essex Seema Barua: tohaniseema@gmail.com

12 Sept Nurturing Birth Doula Preparation Course Bristol www.nurturingbirth.co.uk

15 Sept
Royal College of Midwives, SANDS and Bliss 

Joint Annual National Conference
SOAS, London

www.rcm.org.uk/sites/default/files/

Sands2016-Del-Final.pdf

16 Sept European Doula Network Annual Meeting Barcelona, Spain european-doula-network.org/events/

17 Sept Breastfeeding London Study Day 1 London www.breastfeedinglondon.co.uk

20 Sept Supporting Every Birth Workshop
Ashton Under Lyne, 

Greater Manchester

Michelle Every: 07929579536 

michelle@everybirth.co.uk

20 Sept
40 days for 40 years: 

Honouring the Postnatal Time
London

Margherita Tessarin: 07930607277 

marghetes@yahoo.it

24 Sept
DUK Annual General Meeting Including Marketing 

Workshop & Lunch (booking required)

The Tomlinson 

Centre, London E8
www.doula.org.uk/product/agm2016

27 Sept
Younique Postnatal Initial 

Doula Preparation Course

New Malden,       

South West London
www.birthblissdoulacourses.co.uk

28 Sept Health Visitor Week (Unite/CPHVA) Conference
online - see 

website
www.unitetheunion.org/CPHVA/HVweek
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November Event Location Details

28 Nov Birthrights Dignity in Childbirth workshop Nottingham www.birthrights.org.uk/events/

3 Nov
Shaping the Future of Maternity Care Conference 

(following National Maternity Review)
London

www.kingsfund.org.uk/events/shaping-

future-maternity-care#register

7 Nov BirthBliss Aspiring Doula Foundation Course
Wandsworth, 

London
www.birthblissdoulacourses.co.uk

10 Nov Nurturing Birth Doula Preparation Course Lisbon, Portugal www.nurturingbirth.co.uk

11 Nov

Improving Quality of Perinatal 

Mental Health Services Conference 

(20% off with HCUK20MMHA)

London

www.healthcareconferencesuk.co.uk/

perinatal-mental-health-services-

conference

12 Nov
Midwives – Simply The Best – 

IMUK 2016 National Conference

Eastwood, 

Nottingham
www.imuk.org.uk/events/simplythebest/

12 Nov Marketing Yourself seminar with Naava Carman London www.nurturingbirth.co.uk

14 Nov
Baby Yoga Teacher Course                                       

(for baby massage teachers)
Stoke on Trent www.touchlearn.co.uk/

15 Nov Younique Postnatal Understanding Newborns

New Malden,          

SW London or      

West Sussex

www.youniquepostnatal.co.uk/

16 Nov Younique Postnatal Twins and More Workshop

New Malden,          

SW London or      

West Sussex

www.youniquepostnatal.co.uk/

17 Nov Birthrights Dignity in Childbirth workshop London www.birthrights.org.uk/events/

19 Nov
Breastfeeding London Study Day 3:                       

Breast & Nipple Pain &  Related Pathologies
London www.breastfeedinglondon.co.uk

28 Nov
Younique Postnatal Initial Doula Preparation 

Course
Cheshire www.youniquepostnatal.co.uk/

28 Nov Developing Doulas Preparation Course Surrey www.developingdoulas.co.uk

December Event Location Details

7 Dec
MBRRACE-UK Saving Lives,                              

Improving Mothers’ Care Report Launch
RCOG, London conference@npeu.ox.ac.uk

9 Dec
MBRRACE-UK Saving Lives,                          

Improving Mothers’ Care Report Launch
RCPS, Glasgow conference@npeu.ox.ac.uk

10 Dec
Breastfeeding London Study Day 4:                  

Counselling and Communication Skills
London www.breastfeedinglondon.co.uk

January Event Location Details

14 Jan Marketing Yourself seminar with Naava Carman Birmingham www.nurturingbirth.co.uk

March Event Location Details

22 March World Doula Week www.worlddoulaweek.com

25 March
DUK Conference: Revolutionaries and Visionaries: 

Changing the World, One Family at a Time

Manchester 

Renaissance Hotel
www.doula.org.uk/conference
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Fifth Annual Conference

Manchester Renaissance Hotel

Blackfriars St, Manchester, M3 2EQ

Saturday 25th March 2017

Plus time to socialise with your fellow doulas and birth-world colleagues –    

we will provide a light breakfast, refreshments throughout the day, and lunch. 

Babes in arms welcome as always.

Visit doula.org.uk/conference for more details and to book.

Early Bird tickets available until 30 November 2016.

Questions? Please email conference@doula.org.uk

Join us for a full day of workshops and talks from...

Revolutionaries and Visionaries:
Changing the World, One Family at a Time

Kerstin Uvnäs MobergIna May GaskinElsie Gayle


